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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Young people today live in a radio-centered world, a
world that requires only the twist of a dial to bring into
their homes their favorite dance bands, variety programs,
and dramas. If the potentialities of the radio are to be
realized, then a knowledge of what constitutes this out-
of- school education is of great concern to those who would
guide and improve pupils* choices.
Statement of the Problem
It is the purpose of this study (1) to deterraine the
radio programs, the features of these programs, and the
types of programs which have the greatest attraction for
high-school boys and girls; and (2) to note the relation-
ship of the sex factor to students* program preferences.
Justification of the Problem
In one sense, this study of the out-of-school radio
listening interests of high-school pupils should be valu-
able to teachers in that it focuses attention upon one
phase of the leisure language activities, the listening
phase. Most teachers believe that the school is largely








jj t/sliow 5o'to;ti303 -oJtb.‘’.‘r 2 cil tvlL olqooq jmxoY
od-nl ^rsl'id latb b lo -^Ino ea'iljjpo'i bl'iow
tRnflT:30'iq »abnj8 cf eoiucb gJ’i'iovB'l Tlodo semori Tiarfcf
od od o'la oibB'x edit lo aeiiflIsliriOxtoq adcf ll .p.Bnue'ib ban
-rfijo ebdct Eei;7il;Janoo ctBdw 'io esboXworoi b ,b0sllB 3 'X
bli/ov; orfw eeori^ o;J maonoo ^BO'xg 'Io ei noXcJBouba Xoofioa-lo
.eaoIo:(o ’eliqi/q evoiqisl bnc ebixjs
nit'Icroi‘i erlv Io laexspia^S




ofld^ bne tcna'iqo'tc a8dd;t Io aa'XL'ctao'i aricf , p./nB'iso'iq oibB'i
rcol noX^aani^B iaa^eei^ eri;)’ avad tfoldn umBigo'iq Io EoqY^
-noX^faXai ed^ ocfon oct (2) boa jeXiXg hna e’^^od Xoodoe-rfsXri
.eaona'ieloiq nfl't^o'iq 'actfrebudc od »io:to3‘l xae afl:t Io qlric
neXdo':*! ed;t Io noldBol'll^anX,
oibB*! Xo Oiloa -*10“ ^no erli Io ^btrcta eldd .OBnee sno nl
-urav ad bltforle oXlqu*i X(i0ii0 3 -d,^Xri lo Bdao^xect/iX 3nlirei8lC
©no rjoqu noi:tnat;tiJ eecifool dl tadd nl aneifoBpd od aXdB
SnInedcIX add «BaXdlvldDB egBXjj-inBX a'ljjalsX add lo eeBdc
'.^lar.rraX el XoorfoQ add dadd ovelXad a*xodoB»d daoi* .OEBriq
lo snlnadBlX olban add ^nlonauX'lnl nol eXdlenocao'i
V ,
I >
students. Teachers, therefore, must knov/ how much
listening their pupils do, what they listen to, and why
they like to listen. Furthermore, this study represents
a step tovtfard the more effective use of radio in the
school surveyed. The writer, a participant in the 1947
Radio in Education Workshop at Boston University, antici-
pates the establishment of a radio workshop in the high
school with which she is concerned.
But in a broader sense, the problem concerns the use
of radio as an educational force to Increase knov^/ledge, t
provide wholesome entertainment, to develop an awareness
of problems, to cultivate desirable appreciations and
attitudes, to stimulate critical thinking, and to promote
universal understanding and good will.
The modem school recognizes the importance of ex-
periences that are individual and in which the learner is
receptive, yet relatively little research in the psycho-
logical, social, and educational values of out-of-school
radio programs is available.^ There is general agreement
among those who have studied the problem that radio pro-
grams should enrich childhood experience, but just how
^John J. DeBoer, ”The Psychology of Children's
Radio Listening,” Radio and English Teaching (Max
Herzberg, editor; Mew York: D. Appleton-Century
Company, 1941), pp. 36-37.
riou/t! worl v/omi cteutn tSiaxI^aeT -K^nebi/d-a
i^rfw h£iR »ocf ne^teil ijerliT d-ariw ^oL allqtrq ildri^t snlns^fall
s^useercqe*! ^ 3 *i0inTCo4:tiw^ -najclX oi e^ll ijadd’
9if.t ill oXbj»*i “io 63 jj evlioello o'xom eii;t L'lsfioi qo^s &
V>ei onJ nX qiiflqXoXctrt^q ‘a ,'io;Jiivx oxiT .bi^roY*ine locdoe
-Xolctna noctao? d’a qoduiltcVt aol^’oojjbH nl olbafl




.bamaonbo ei ade rfoiriw d^Xvf loorioc
aeu odd emeDnoo noldoiq erf^ ,9ef!9« •lobao'id’ a C5l doS
od , 93boI.fond ©eaeioni od aonol iflaoldaq/Lfba xta aa oib£i lo
eeonorcawa rta qoleveb od » dnaHinXedaedno drioeolodw ob2vo*iq
bna Bnoidai 0 9*tqqB elda'iieeb edavidlx/o od tafiteXdoiq lo
odomo*:q od bxia t'jfiiiLnldd laoidlrro edaluwlds od ^sobudidda
.IXiw boos srrXbaade'iebriu Xa3*i6vXm;
'io ©oaadioqnl odd 3esxrc;;;jOooa Xoonoc mebotn sriT
sX 'lofi'iaeX odd doMw aX bna Xoi/bXvXbnl ana daild eeoaoX'ioq
-odoxcq odd nl rlo'iaoee'x oXddlX x-^ovXdeXeq dex .©vldqooe*!
Xoodoii-Xo-d«o lo esalav Xaao 1daoaLo boa ^Xslooe ,XaoX3oX
diio "'Oti•138 XaisHd^ eX 6*iefIT ^.oXdaXlava aX E£ixii*t3c>^iq oXbarc
~o*iq cXba'i Jsdd nraXdo'tq axid beXbads avad od*x eaod^ snona
v/ori wEX;t Jtrd ,t)onoX'iaqX0 boodblXdo dDl*ino bXuods aiaais
c’nenbXidr' Xo '^^oXodoxa'X ©dT” ^'xooSaC
xaM) tuxidoaoT doXf^nd hrra oXbaH ”, 3;iXfK»dBXJ olbaH
\~iUon^“noJoIq7A •'tT T^o^^jraTT I'x'odXba
.?C-ee .qq JI^C’X .xOBqirtor)
the purpose should be achieved and in what specific di-
rections radio should attempt the enrichment process are
questions that continue to challenge broadcasters, script
2
writers, parents, and educators.
Obviously this medium of communication, which serves
so many and so divergent purposes and commands so many
hours of voluntary listening, requires serious consider-
ation in the school and in the home to help the youth of
today to cultivate desirable listening habits, to develop
a wide range of interests, and to improve the quality of
thinking and the quality of language communication.
’’Education of the masses--as well as of the leaders
—
'Z
is one of the bulwarks of our democracy.” Radio, a mass
medium, reaches both the rich and the poor. With this
vast audience come vaster opportunities and vaster dangers
through the spoken word than have ever been open to the
4
written. We have only to review the events of the last
^John V/. Studebaker, Criteria for Children’ s Radio
Programs (V/ashington, D. CTl The federal Haciio Education






the 75th Annual Convocation Ox the University of the State
of New York, Albany, New York, October 13, 1939. 27 pp.
^Alice P. Sterner, Katherine M. Saunders, Milton A.
Kaplan, Skill in Listening (NCTE Pamphlets of Communi-
cation, 6hic ago
,
Illinois : National Council of the
Teachers of English, 1944), p. 6.
- :b ol cioocrE >.iv; nl bits bo/olr^'jB od b£ro:(': oeoqnuq odJ
e'la E«ooo*iq orf.1 cfqaoc^ctjB M.'.roi.e olba'i anoidoo^i
iqL’iOi^
,
a'laJ'eBohBC'id r.Z'Ulo od ejunicJxroo r.nol jeeifp
o
^ i0^.8D;;be bf"^ .s'teJj'iw
Hovioe rlolrh^ < iiol .f nalnJ^'S'tu. ''..o miflbv./ c.I^ij qlr i/olv.dO
vfTBnf OL eboBi.'tctoo L’riB Boecq‘’iJiq i'uj’j'ifiVl:; c-e ban 'rnar. 6z
-'XoblEfioo Lu'^iJpe'T ,,** nixio^^e IZ X^r/ Jnxjl v *10 a‘i';ori
lo rlcf^jo; qlwrl o&Oii odJ ::} bne. i s. a arict :xl noid’B
qolt vob oJ :jXii.ii . v.i . .* C -Icranio . Ov {^uoi
'icj v^'iujjp ai.'J t.vo'r.ri”.* vS ^ t , ' 'Xu? "’li *to obiw b
, '
' ) ^r.jLT/jrTOD o';a;''\ffna to lIsi'P e'fi.it ;<rJ! >* 1 . 1.1;^
--a'ltbxjol orlJ' '1 j Efl iloTi E«--y9fc?.)jn eriu 'lo "
eaBX! I'roocioo *1 ro I. 3.\'iBi/Ii/n ©rfj ic &nr '
al.i'j /ixtiW . eiiJ *>X1B OiiJ -iJ jd a u x.OBa'X ,".»*berf
: . iib 'r4>-- “ v > '-f' Iq 'iu.7aBV jjrioo oor.t'ld- '- si'Y:
•,. jv- ‘V?'ii i/iow . a if- v
vCkT . l» Ew::ov^ i . a. ’vd't .. vIj: > ovB.i o\V .;
; X h.P 'xo P ..
J1 " a . :<'£ 3x«x>l.»ilc
'
"cl jxf ^ rVvi’^r ©nJ
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TV/’- 7^ 7: TEfT , 1 xj fc4B .'>
few years to realize how other countries use the radio to
guide the thinking of their youth.
In spite of the fact that most of us believe that
radio, with all its faults, does much good, teachers are
uncertain about whether radio programs are generally
wholesome or harmful for boys and girls. ViHiile there has
been a rapid development of children’s programs in recent
years, the number of worthwhile programs is all too small,
if one judges the available programs by the definition
presented by Doctor W. W. Charters:
An educational program is one which raises
standards of taste, increases the range of
valuable information, or stimulates audiences
to undertake worthwhile activities. In short,
an educational program is one v/hich Improves
the listener.
°
On the v/hole, young people do not distinguish between
programs designed for their age-groups and those for
adults; nevertheless, it is probably the dearth in avail-
able programs that has resulted in increased listening to
adult programs.
The fact that American radio is privately owned and
is financed by the sale of time to advertisers means that
radio is conducted for commercial profit first, for the
^Irving Robbins, V/hat Teachers Think of Radio
(Columbus, Ohio: Evaluation of School Broadcasts, Ohio
State University, 1942), p. 7.
%. V/. Charters, Seventh Yearbook, Education on the
Air (Columbus, Ohio: Ohio State University, 1936)
,
p. l6.
olban ericJ eau aelicTiixxoo %edio v/oxl esilso'i ot b*isoic wel
.d^ijoy: “io an-t>fnlri^ efcit/3
iisrfi ©voilocf an lo daor.i ^sJdi^ rfool erf;t
'10 ©cfloa nl
013 a'lerfoBe^ tJ:’Ooa donm seob tS^tlnsl c^.t Ila rfiiw toiba*!
vlla'ionea area aicBiaoiq oibai nori^ari/r ^nods nls^'ieoan
8Hr< ©'lerl^ olidV/ ^.el^is e^orf 'lol Ix/i/inarf 10 amoeelodw
^.10001 nl cifianaonq 3’n©nbXl.do '10 Ixromqolaveb biqsn a naed
.Ileaa oo;J XIa al 8 xtt3 'i3o*iq eXlriwri^'tov» I0 nodnmn odl .cnaeTC
noictlni'lob em-.iBO'iq aXJaXlBYS ©rtd aoabnl, sno 11
ta'ielnariC .V7 .vV *xoJooG/C<^ b^^nsaenq
easlB': iloI^Nv ©no ,^1 iaa'T3Ciq XmioldaanbB itA.^
lo dniiafr aril aoessnonl lo a -nannasa
cBoaalLnB aolBXntrlle *16 .nol^Birrolnl oXcTai/Iav
.l-rode nl .cel^ivlloH oXirfwxMiov




no'iwJsf' rielaafilielf) ion ol' elqo^'q :,naoT: .aloriv arfj nO
•10I soofli tita aquqiS" ia f-* fenrlaafi'
«
-oisoi'?
-XiBVB nJ aril ^Xerndonq al taa'^XsriJnevBn ja^Inba
oi ^nlnelBlX beBa^^onl nl aon lorll enannonq &XdB
.e u>'i,;o'iq ^XnbB
btSB he/TTc ^cXairvl'ic el olXan naol'ierJi oo^'l on?
aioc Il'Xs''vi 3 >. v ortlct lo eXra axld xieonafill al
orl^ -xo': ullO'iq Xr, lonor^soy nol boloobnco al oil an
oldO
olb&A lo diiltiT




q ,T2:teX ,rllc.nt^vlnU elcqS
9ili no nCiloOiiM , 3loo‘i'£BBY /fin^vafi ,6*11 inarfi^ • •_''<
_
.OTT •;*: { oS jr VfflR-- 1Vlnn eiaja oiiiO Joi-IO .EndmjIoO) -iIA
listening public second* In discussing this point before
the sixth annual Institute for Education by Radio,
Professor V/illiani A. Orton of Smith College remarked;
But in regard to the culture, the intelli-
gence, and the morale of our democracy, we
still believe for the most part in the genial
destiny of good luck... So we expose our young
to commercial stimuli of a mechanized culture--
to the syndicated comic strip, the funnies, the
commercial movies, commercial sport, commercial-
ized radio..* and we assume that out of all this
they will "naturally” develop intelligence,
morale, and a sense of values equal to the de-
mands that modern citizenship v/ill make upon them*”
To make children conscious of their democratic privi
lege--freedom to listen— is the responsibility of parents
and teachers, particularly teachers, who, through the
natural Interest of their pupils, can equip students to
act as discriminating and intelligent listeners 7/ho will
encourage broadcasters, script writers, and advertisers
to produce superior radio programs*
This problem, however, is not limited to the local
or even the national scene* Today science makes it
possible for radio to serve all parts of the world si-
multaneously. On the international scene is the problem
of maintaining v/orld peace, a problem which involves
removal of the barriers of diffusion of knowledge and the
need for a common policy*
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e'lOE 1. ^novba {.Jir© , ’.'t'' Ibw Jqiio . , c'TO^JeooXao^cf 933*11/00^0
.aoia-i^o'i / o'.bs'i 'ici'roqirB oowboi'/ oX
XaocX ©rid oX b&Xlri. : do."- oX ^'i.wosc:* .^-Idon:; sirlT
ix 3o>ia;^ ooitoio'i 7.3X01 . X«jnf i-tan odd n^v© *10
“.^3 XI'i.'v.' odd Io i-.f*i9q Xlfl bviae od oXXbt. 'xo'l ©Idlesoq
mo X f0*10 Oiid r.- o.'’u'Ot- XA.i.oX JBirisJxix odd rtO .jleijoonadX/./ia
sev'Xc /at ioxiXv cm ioaq ju ^ . ja./v bl'io^ . Bit dii- Birr ..o
eri. Xr**' oaX /Xv/oi-oL Io aci^t/illb lo ait* odd '..o Xsvc.t^*!
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s'lo'ltxJ Jnloq alrio ^^nl^auoslb nl .bnoee ollixjq
,oibaH -^d noXdsoubd *10*1 ©XifdiXanI Xiijxina
; beibtano’X a^oXIoO rldXnS Io fiod'iO .A "raiXXlvv
-XXXodni sdd tO'tBdXt/o odd od 5*1330*1 nX duQ
.0 dio ,0 ^**.OOOOU .Ldot.X
Freedom of communications must be established for all
peoples of the world without restriction or fear*
V/e as teachers know that radio in education is only
a means to an end* It is John DeBoer who says so aptly:
It is not enough for young people to laiow
how to listen, to write, and to read* Their
experiences in communication should have di-
rection* In recent years the values to which
we in our free society are committed narrowly
escaped extinction at the hand of Fascist
enemies, whose ideology is not without powerful
adherents in our own country* The school is
one of the most powerful instruments available
to our society in the defense of its own pur-
poses and ideals* Communication in the high
school should be directed toward the achieve-
ment of those attitudes, beliefs, and purposes
which will strengthen youth’s devotion to the
ideals of personal freedom, economic security,
and equal rights for all regardless of race,
religion, or cultural background* The broad-
ening of the allegiances and sympathies of
youth to include the people of all nations has
become a fundamental necessity in a day when
international co-operation and good v/ill is
the only alternative to future destructive wars
which can destroy all we knov/ of communication*®
It becomes, therefore, a curriculum problem to see
that the student’s natural interest in radio is utilized
to further his educational growth that he may, in turn,
become a practicing member of our democracy and a citizen
of ”One V/orld*”
®John J. DeBoer, '’Standards for Appraising the
Language Arts Program of the Secondary School,”
Bulletin of the National Association of Secondary-
School ‘Prlncl^ls (February, 1946 j, pp* 44-45*
IIb *10 i ^exIelldBJ’e© od :fBuin ano2dBolm,Tai.TOo lo moJbee'i'ni
,'iBel TO noidol‘i;Js©'r duorfdiw bX'iow $r(d lo asiqoaq
»r ‘
v;Xno ai noXdaojj'be nX olba'i darid woroi a'lerioBoX sb eW . »
:\rX^qB og oriw 'teoHoCI nrfoC, ei :tl .hnt> aa oX eriBOci «
worn! oX oXqo©i lyaro-yr »ioi xigxjon© Xon nl XI
iXofET .hso*! oX bnr. oX ^neXaiX cX won
-tX> ovflrf Mx'orlB no.'XaoXGiri.inioo ni Geoaoi'ieq?:©
xloinV oX aaaXftv erfX cica^ XiiooO't nl .xioIXOo'i
'•^Xwoarrfin ijeXXlrrsrfoo aia ^XeXoct: Obil nao nl (‘W
XeXoGB'^ lo bix3’{ ariX X i riolXonXXxo fooqfcoae
XxAiewoq XuodXlw Xon el y^clobbl enacts tBeisinn©
cl Xoorfoa ©rfT .^^tlXcultoo two t:x;o nl 2 Xc:c*iof''bB
©XcfaXlBVB aXndffinttXcfil Xi/tiewcq Xaoni edX 'lo ©no
-
''wq nwo cXl lo QGiu'lob or(X rtl
rf^Xd dxfX nl xToIXoiolruftxmoO .elssb' bcm coaoq
‘^eveliioB odi bnawox boXr;o«ilb ecT bXuoriG Icor'oo
Ooeoq'XI^^ bnc tCleiXerf tRtfbirXiXXa seoHX lo Xror
©dX oX flcIXoveb e’riXtfov ne.XXsm tXa XXXv. doXilw
,\;Xl'iuooe rlirtono-jo treobe-'il iGftoatsq 10 aXsebl
lo aceIbfCB3^-i f lie *10 i eJilr^Xi Etfoe
-bxso'Xd OaiT . bxTxaJirptoacf Xb*xuXXi;o 10 ,xioiBXX©'r
lo rofrlXaqcrrca i>fiB eeOn/iX^fcXX.. ©dX lo ^nlno
EBri Rtf IX^n XXb lo oXqooq ©dX ©oxxiDnl oX xlix^C'^
ndffw 6 nX 'y^XiECBoef. la^notiu'Jjnsj'i n onoodc?
al xilw booX'X bxje noIXii'x-iqo-co Xbxio ' XBc*;©Xal
e-XB'-it ©viJ o.fj^ tnxjXLil oX evlXBnxbXXu 'Xno edX
^.noXXBoln'Xrtrtoo lo w-xoi XIo ^iXeob aao xiolnV
ooe oX xitBlio'iq eu/£ I'tnifo a ,< 'xoleiodX .aoc ooed XI
bosIXIXxj ^.X oXba*! clj. Xaa'ioXnX leix/Xan e’XxxebxxXa odX XdriX
^r'ULxX fti
,
tBn od JBifX iIXv^ot:;^ XxanoXXBoub© elrf 'IbxIX'IjjI oX
flBSlXI© B bjTB TJOB'IOOhX&b U/O lO T©cfn©in J^JllolXOBiq fl OITtOOOCf
^. d£*io\i ©nC^'* lo
oriX i^niaXBiqqA *iol abiBbxxBXfc” ,'isoui»(I .t. xtrloL®
’’^XocrioC '^abnooeS ©xlX lo aaiffO'i^ eXnA o^ai/^nB
-r*ii?bnoo©IJ In xiolXsXooeaA XanoiXavI arfx lo. n.’iXerix^ .
4t-i
Scope of the Problem
A report of the out-of-school radio-listening in-
terests of high-school pupils in regard to favorite
programs, best-liked and least-liked features of these
programs, and types of programs preferred was necessary
to secure data for this study. One method of collecting
the data was employed: a questionnaire built to deter-
mine the leisure-time radio-listening activities of the
pupils surveyed.
The number of pupils surveyed, 474, represents the
entire senior high school population of an average-
income community which is both residential and industrial.
The school population includes pupils of varied socio-
economic and ancestral backgrounds. The mental ability
of the pupils is about average, and the tv/o sexes are
fairly equally divided.
Three types of scores were assembled; (1) scores
which indicate the listening habits of high-school boys
and girls in reference to the amount of listening during
the school v/eek, the frequency of listening, the time of
listening, companions while listening, activities en-
gaged in while listening, and the radio stations to
v/hich they listen; (2) scores which reveal the specific
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girls prefer, the best-liked and least-liked features
of their favorite programs and the preferred source of
news; and (3) scores which show amenability of boys and
girls to suggestions for listening made by parents and
teachers*
Thus, this study attempts to ascertain the leisure
time radio-listening interests of high-school boys and
girls and to determine in how far sex differences
influence their program preferences*
zer[:!&36'l bnn dxfcJ <*i6'l8‘iq eI*z.L^
'to BO'fi^ce bai'io^Q'tq o'd^t bn^ aifTfsi^iOiq ©;^I'iovb'1 *i2©n;f to
baB e^orf to ^^lllcfanona wode dold:7 sercooe (£) JLina ;aff©n
brw 8;tn©‘raq afilne^eli lot ectoJ^aeasife o;J
• ciorioaed-
©Tuclel nlBc^ietosa o<J i^X>xiia ei:U <3j;;rfT
... *?'•«_
^ftB e^od Iooffoe-ii3 Xrf to snJtnsiteil-oibfl'i ©w/i
noonoisltiL i*3a »LEt vod • enJCnnecf j£> o^ hna sXil^




In coramunication by language, there are four aspects
to consider—writing, reading, speaking, and listening,
listed in the order in which they are given emphasis in
Q
school. Research reveals that listening plays a far
greater part in daily experience than it is accorded in
the teaching of the language arts. In fact, Rankin’s
figures indicate that while listening is used in life
three times as much as reading, in school it receives
less than one-sixth as much emphasis. The same study
shows that listening can be developed, though without
special training it does not develop sufficiently to
meet life needs. These statements are even more im-
portant today now that radio, v;ith its tremendous
listening audience, has focused attention upon the
listening phase of language arts teaching.
^Harlen M. Adams, ’’Learning to be Discriminating
Listeners,” The English Journal, XXXVI (January, 1947),
12 .
^^Paul T. Rankin, ’’Listening Ability,” The Chicago










5 ad’oeqaa *tuo*l e*2J0 xroIiBo ifujimnoo nl
t’iirlnsieJtl Jbna ^^nlDiBeqa tjjnlbeoi —*i©I)ienoo od-
jj' nl BiaBiiqne novls q*ib xfoirfw ni *iel>‘io nl be<t3il
o
J
*15*1 a ^nlnodelX ctsrfd cXaevei rbia^nen ".Xoorfofi
i»
J
nl betnoooR el dl ruauid ©onei'ieqx© rti dnsq ledBaig
I
8'nXiInBfl ,d3ja’l nl .ediB egangiial ©/{j Xo- g/ilrlosed erid
(
eXlX nX behu el gnin*<dBlX' ©Xlily/ dcrfd ©daolbnl aonnsl'i
aovlecon di Xoc.ioa nl t'inlbau'x aa rioit! aa e&mlvr eanxJd
rbjjdc onaa air? -elnn/fqifte rfo'ntl ea rfdxle-eno xiarid eeeX
dnofld Iw dvjjoiid tb&qoXdveL ed nao gnlxifedelC dadd ewcde
od TTldnol olXXifB qoXovob dorr eoob di gnlhland lalo^qK
~xiil enom neve o’xb ndnemadfldQ eeedT ^‘^.ebeen sXlX deeni
a/fobnofnond adl ddlvr ^olbat dndd won ^nboJ doadioq
odd ncqjj no-dneddjD boanooX ead tOonelLna gr.lnodalX
.
•gnldoaod adna agatipnaX lo ©axsifq giilrfodeiX
rinldanlirrlnoBlQ od od gnXxnaaJ" tartabA .M naXnall^
,(V^eX ^rtaunaT.) lYXXX ^XfirmnoL delXgrxa edT enS'fiodelJL
o--^aoldO eriT ”,vdlXldA gnlnedaiJ” .nl:inaH .T Xx/a<I^-^
j * .^V-vVX tCWlGX t ^jnanrtaL ^ IIX , Lannuo'^, eXoorioC
In order to analyze, characterize, and Interpret
the findings in this survey of the out-of-school radio-
listening activities of senior high school students, an
inventory of studies concerning leisure-time listening
interests was made* This inventory offers what is known
in certain areas of research, namely, (1) the amount of
listening with particular attention to age groups, sex
differences, intelligence, socio-economic background, and
time of listening; and (2) program preferences, with em-




The number of radio families and radio sets in the
United States attests to the importance of radio listening
as a leisure-time activity for adults and young people
alike. Hettinger, in 1933, stated that there were
17,000,000 radio families in the United States. At that
time this number represented approximately 45 per cent of
the receiving sets in use in the v/orld, and constituted a
higher per capita set ownership than any other country,
with the exception of Denmark. Herzog, in discussing
^^Herman S. Hettinger, ’’VVhat Do We Know About The
Listening Audience," Radio in Education (Levering Tyson,
Editor; Chicago, Illinois : “The University of Chicago
Press, 1933), p. 45.
'.TT I
. fX.
. Jaiq-redni toa ,9slietfos-t3do
,es\;X«as oi isbto nX
I
-oi£>3i Xoci.-ioa-ao-ii/o edJ 'to y-iv-xua ahii al egnXtai'i eri#
I
.
,.ae .BJnsbuJs Xoorfoe dsld lotroe 'lo esictivlJos gnXriaJaJtX
jjCXnoJaXX snXJ-siueXsX aaimeonoo saifii/Ja lo TioJnsvnl
:;
irworoi at astfi. eisXlo ^-lotfnavnX airiT
.ahsa, ea» aJes-isinJt
3 10 iruromn erfrf (x) ,x-terian
.rio-CBaeo-i lo eseia nlBaieo ni
i xse .cqiiois ea-s oJ rcoliae.iia
'igXj/oXJ'iaq rf*X« aulneialX
buB , l>aooi3j<oi)rf oiffionooa-oiooa
..eont.'jlXXeJni ,8eana,,liXb '
-Jae riiXw ,8»ononDleiq ris^aoiq (2) i.n« JanlnuialX lo anX'i '
^
,oo«o3XXX9Jni
,8eonaiallii, ree ,aq^o,a aga noqo aXaailq
I •i)ni/oi3:^oocf olrnonooo-oiooe bwi
f do-xseeafl lo eiXi/aoH
!
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* h^flxreU’alJ lo ^jrTtjror
.:A
j erid' nl edaa oifta^r bna rjalXInal^ cibar lo ‘totfrtu'n rxiT




aXqooq gxu/or hna esSobB lol amiJ-ou/KXoX a ea
aiaw Siarlj ^si'^ fcaJoJa ,5CCX nt
.•laa-iiJtfaE
.aslXIa
dA .aodfidS bodinlf erld ni eeiXlinal o2b«*i 000^000, VX
lo d^noo *i 0q Si' i5-.--dflmXxoftqqa b6dneee*iqt}»i *i9 cfArLurr sXa'id eiild
3 hodxjdldanoo briB ,b£no\t ©rfd al ezu al adoo gnivleooT ©rfd
t ^t^nuco 'lerfdo ^riA narid qi/lR'ietwo dee adiqeo 'leq •xert^XH




oriT di/odA wofijt sW oG dsifiv" t*roanIdden .8 rixiiineHl-r
’',©oneXbi/A aninedsl,S^o^xlO to jdXa'xav.ntT a^HT fsZciiXIX?: ,o,iBo:£lO j'lodib;




the twenty-fifth anniversary of radio, called attention
to the fact that the number of United States radio homes
in 1945 was approximately 90.4 per cent of all homes.
The most recent survey reports that in 1947 there v/ere
37,000,000 homes with radio sets and 66,000,000 sets in
the United States. Today with 425 receivers per 1,000
population, the United States has the highest per capita
set ownership in the world.
A Minneapolis survey found adults spending almost 18
per cent of their waking time listening to the radio.
Other surveys of children and adolescents between the age
of 6 - 18 show an average weekly listening time range from
five hours fifteen minutes to eighteen hours thirty
minute s.^^ Although differences exist in the age groups
studied in the several surveys, all findings reveal an
increase in the amount of listening from the first grade
to the higher grades.
^%erta Herzog, "Radio—The First Post-War Year,”
The Public Opinion Quarterly
,
X (Pall, 1946), 297-313.
IS^he World Almanac and Book of Facts for 1948
,
edited by E. Eastman Irvine (New York World Telegram,
1948), p. 580.
^^Harlen M. Adams, o£. cit . (citing Report of a Re-
search into the Attitudes and Habits of Radio IClsTeners
by Clifford Kirkpatrick, St. Paul, 1935 ), 11 .
l^Herta Herzog, Survey of Research on Children^ s
Radio Listening (New York; OTflce of RadiTo Research,
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One study, made in Vifashlngton, D. C., and vicinity,
established a peak of seventeen hours forty-eight minutes
in the amount of radio listening for the age group 12 - 15
and a drop to nine hours twenty-four minutes for the years
15 - 18.^® However, a California study of seventh, ninth,
and eleventh grade pupils found little difference in amount
of time spent in listening among various grades in
school. At a later date, Woelfel and Tyler conclude:
On the average, listening tends to reach
a plateau at about the junior-high school
level. Surveys made in various parts of the
countiTy indicate that this amounts to from
two to three hours a day, with surprisingly
little variation from one section to another.
This plateau appears to be held rather con-
stantly throughout the whole of high school,
with girls doing somewhat more listening
than boys during this period.^®
A particularly significant study for us, a survey of the
interests of secondary school youths in New England, re-
vealed that boys listen intently 2.7 hours per day;
l^weston R. Clark, ’’Radio Listening Habits of
Children,” Journal of Social Psychology, XII (March, 1940),
131-49.
Keith Tyler, ’’The Listening Habits of Oakland,
(California) Pupils,” The English Journal, XXV (March,
1936), 206-15.
l®Norman Woelfel and I. Keith Tyler, Radio and the
School (Yonkers-on-the-Hudson, New York: The \Vorld Book
Company, 1945), p. 295.
r'^lr.'olv baft .q ^noisnlaaolj nl obscr , /bult: euG
&j:iurttrs aairorl ne^jtfiavoe lo kaeq a i)Of^^.bJ:da^n0
ei - 21 q'j<n'j 3*.B off^ TO*: r.nluad-ail olha^ ^o &niJomB eiii at
‘lo’t eod-ifnlK: •xjjo'i-'^d'nowct BUJorf enlrt oct qo-ib e brta
,
Jiff? 0Vo 8 Ic Elii'TolZiaD s ,'i©v0«iioil - <3/
cfnx/onfl ft* fionoial'i 1 F? ©XX^iX Jbfti«ol sXXcj/q eba'i*** tlitii^voTb
nl t^obs^^i 3LroX*XBV anom anineiail nl ^neqB snij 'lo
tobt/Xonoo 'lolx'^ ^riG XdlXsoW ^adab •xedfil a dA "^-^.Xooiroe
rioaoi od abnod snlnadcXX
, t>rfd nO
Xoorfo.;. riaXr’-'iolawt, arid d/io i-> da /jBedaXq a
,
odd *10 cd'taq buoIibv nl abarr svjev'ujt. .XeveX
i.'ioi'l od BdntiCiiia cdrfd datfd odoolbni 'Tidnuco
^I jxiX^iTq'Lffe iXdd>. .vsb a c'ijjcd o^ndd od nv.’d
. ^-'doxiB od noXdooB afio rioi'' noXdaX'tov eXddXX
-:ic>M 'TOfida'x bXad ©d ad siaoqqa UBodaXq eXtIT
.loodo*’ rt'^lrf io jXorfvr odd d joiijiiioni'd '.rXdnade
anifTodaXI ^OGt dadv/eniOE ;inXo bI'xX
^
ildlw
^•^.boiToq 'i2dd :inX*riLJb B’^ocf nadd
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girls, 3.8 hours. Furthermore, boys listen 1.6 hours per
day while doing something else; girls, 2.3 hours. Only
one study, the V/ashington survey, covering children from
nine to eighteen years of age, indicated no sex differences
in the amount of listening, yet this same study reported
that 71 per cent of the girls and 61 per cent of the boys
20
engaged in other activities while they listened.
Findings about adult listeners yield parallel data.
In emphasizing the impact of radio on modern life Tyler
stated that women listen more than men, 5.9 hours daily
as compared with 3.6 hours. There is also a slight de-
crease in listening as one goes up the educational scale,
and people under forty years of age listen more than do
those forty or above. Hill and Williams found that more
women than men listen and that they tend to be above aver-
age in socio-economic status and income. Another study
summarized the results;
^%erbert A. Clark, in an address made at the First
Workshop on Radio in Education, Boston University,
July 10, 1947.
SO^Veston R. Clark, o£. cit
. ,
131-49.
21l, Keith Tyler, op. cit., 206-15.
22paul F. Lazarsfeld and Harry Field, The People Look
at Radio (Chapel Hill; The University of North Carolina
Press, 1946), p. 97.
^^Earle U. I^ugg, ’’Non-school Education outside the
Home,” Review of Educat ional Research
,
XVI (February,
1946, citing R^io’s Listening Groups, by Prank E. Hill
and W. E. WilTTamsTT l4.
'laq a*iirori O.E nacfell e-^cf . :viOjTierii':rr":
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.b^necfeXI elX 'Iw 'isxiXo nl bo;uir^^io
.jctxib X0 rifl*iaq bleLr a^anwclull .:JX ^x/ocfa a^snlbnlx
‘xoIrT o'r^I fficbom no njhca ' c odS ^rtls la irfanto nl
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Men are less radio-minded that women and
older people less than younger people. There
exists a strong positive association between
radio -mindedness and actual listening which
leads to the inference that there is little
psychological deafness prevalent toward radio.
The more radio-minded people are, the less
interested they are likely to be in cultural
programs
•
Lazarsfeld concluded that people from the lower cultural
and educational levels listen correspondingly to more
radio broadcasts and show a far greater preference for
listening over reading than listeners from the higher
2 5
cultural and educational levels.
Even though data on the relation of intelligence to
amount of listening cannot be considered conclusive, the
significance of the findings cannot be ignored. Clark’s
study mentioned an inverse relationship between intelli-
gence and the amount of time spent in listening. Tyler
tried to ascertain the comparative listening levels of
pupils according to high, average, and low quotients. He
found there was a tendency for listening to decrease with
^^Francis Ollry and Elias Smith, "An Index of ’Radio
Mindedness’ and Some Applications,’* Journal of Applied
Psychology
, XXIII (February, 1939), 14.
^^Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Radio and the Printed Page
(New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, Inc. l94ti')', pp.
15-47; 133-45.
2%eston R. Clark, o£. cit
. ,
131-49.
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Many studies have sought to determine the day of the
week and the time of day most listening is done. There i
much greater variation in the listening load at various
hours of the day than with respect to either days of the
week or seasons of the year* Thus the evening audience
tends to be from two to three times larger than the day-
time audience*^® Most studies agree that the smallest
amount of listening is done on Saturday, and that Sunday
lies between Saturday and other v/eekdays in the amount of
listening*
In reference to the time of day v/hen listening is
strongest, data vary according to the age groups studied
and the socio-economic background of the sample* For
example, in an upper income eastern suburb, 81 per cent
of the children between the third and seventh grade
listened at eight p*m.^^ In a study of one thousand high
^"^I. Keith Tyler, ’’Radio Studies in the Oakland
Schools,” Education on the Air
,
V (Columbus, Ohio; Ohio
State University, 1934), pp* 297-312*
^^Herrnan S. Hettinger, o^* cit *
,
p* 48*
^^’’Radio for Children-Parent s Listen In,” Child
Steady, X (April, 1933), 193-98.
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Ischool students, 19*6 per* cent listened between seven and
eight o» clock in the morning, v/hile 9.5 per cent listened
at least a portion of the following hour. The peak hour
was seven o’clock in the evening v/ith 70 per cent tuned in,
following v/hich listening dropped off rapidly. This was
true from Monday to Friday inclusive. Sunday night v/as
approximately 25 per cent higher than Saturday night in
the number of listeners in this group. There seemed to
be little tendency for children to listen later than their
*^0
parents.
One study stressed the difference in the amount of
listening among junior high school boys and girls. The
median listening for boys was approximately eleven hours
per week during the winter and five hours per week during
the summer, v/hile the median for girls was fourteen hours
per week during the winter and twenty hours per week during
the summer. These differences in the total amount of
listening on the part of girls compared with boys may be
accounted for, in part, by the facts that there are more
active social relationships for boys than for girls in the
K. Hewes, ”A Study of 1,000 High School






^^Howard Rowland, Adolescent Personality and Radio
(Columbus, Ohio: Evaluation of School feroadcast¥, Ohio
State University, 1943), pp. 3-4.
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I. sunnier months, and that the types of programs available
j
provide girls with increased opportunities to listen to
programs they particularly favor at this age, popular
music and daytime serials*
Properam Preferences
I Attempts to establish program preferences have been
the main topic of the majority of surveys studying the
problem of radio and youth. This mass of data, although
extremely useful, has emphasized liked programs rather
' than liked features. Thus, while children and their
parents may listen to the same programs, we do not know
j, vi/hether enjoyment of the program stems from the same
! features.
Even at an early age, children listen to what is
I
available. Granted that the so-called children’s programs
l! have a child audience, children also follow most of the
major programs listened to by the adults they know. Among
|i
j
first grade children the Charlie McCarthy program appears
; first in frequency of listening and first among those
32programs listened to v/ith the family.
li
!i
32Herta Herzog, Survey of Research on Children’
a
Listening (New York: Office of Radio Research at
j: Columbia University, 1941, citing The Home Radio
Listening of Wilmette Grade School children, Wilmette,
1 Illinois, T^40), p. l6
.
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Aside from the adult programs, the curves of popu-
larity show definite preferences in the various age groups.
Pre-school children are interested primarily in sound; pre-
adolescent groups (boys, 6-12; girls, 6 - 10) prefer the
super-hero, the super- sleuth, and horror programs. The
mystery, detective, and criminal programs drop in popular-
ity and interest in sports and news increases after boys
have reached the sixth and seventh grades. From the sixth
grade on, girls turn to the women’s serials and programs
like Lux Radio The ater . During the summer vacation betv^een
the seventh and eighth grades, girls begin to exhibit an
'Z'Z
extensive interest in popular music. The study made in
Washington, D. C., compared the types of programs listened
to by children in three age groups against the programs
available in the week studied. It was found that the cor-
relation between program types available and program types
listened to was .90 for the age group 9-12; ,93 for the
age group 12 - 15; and .96 for the older group between
15 - 18 years of age.
Among high-school students the strongest increase is
in the programs of popular, dance, and novelty type music,
listened to by 12,9 per cent in the age group 9 - 12 as
compared with 23.5 per cent in age group 15 - 18.
^^Howard Rowland, £2 . cit . , pp. 3-4.
^%eston R. Clark, 0£, cit . , 131-49.
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There is also a greater interest in sports, news, and
public events Sixty-three per cent of the programs
listened to by adolescents between 15 - 18 years of age
belong either in the dance music or the comedy and variety
classification. No sex differences were noted. Tyler
found the greatest appeal for all in order of popularity
was short plays, variety programs, sports, comedy, dance
music, news broadcasts, crooners, vocal group singing,
symphony, unclassified classical music and at the bottom
of the list, talks. Boys showed a preference over girls
for sports and music; girls evinced more liking for dance
'Z17
music. Morgan listed the types of programs most listened
to as follows: comedy, drama, and questions and answers.
Elsenberg made a study of 3,345 children in the New York
Metropolitan area which disclosed that boys and girls in
their choice of programs, differed not so much in kind as
Keith Tyler, ’’The Listening Habits of Oakland
(California) Pupils,” The English Journal, XXV (March,
1936), 206-15.
3%eston R. Clark, o£. clt
. ,
131-49.
^*^1. Keith Tyler, ’’Radio Studies in the Oakland
Schools,” Education on the Air
,
V (Columbus, Ohio, 1934),
pp. 297-31^7^
^^Clarence M. Morgan and E. Straker, ”0ut-of-School
Radio Listening Habits of Vigo County (Indiana) School
Children,” Teachers College Journal, X (May, 1939),
112-15.
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in degree of interest. Both sexes like the continuous
program best, with variety and comedy second in choice;
music and informational programs rank third and fourth re-
spectively. Children of higher intelligence ratings
listened more to programs with some educational context
such as nev/s and classical or semi-classical music pro-
grams. Hewes found good music preferred among boys.
The Washington study indicated a preference of comedy
among high I. Q. children and dance programs among low
I. Q. children.
Data on the relation of socio-economic status and pro-
gram preferences run parallel to the findings on the re-
lation between intelligence and program tastes. Thus the
stated preference for comedy programs is true for high
40
I. Q. children as well as for upper income children.
In the survey just mentioned, the wealthy American
children preferred historical plays; the average American
children preferred the so-called daytime serials; the low
Oriental and Mexican children liked the crime and mystery
^^Azriel Eisenberg, Children and Radio Programs
(New York; Columbia University Press, 1936), pp. 19-24.
K. Hewes, o£. cit .
,
pp. 326-29.
R. Clark, op. cit., 131-49.
^^I. Keith Tyler, ”The Listening Habits of Oakland
(California) Pupils,” The English Journal, XXV (March,
1936), 206-15.
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stories. A study of 10,000 Minnesota children showed that
19.2 per cent of the children of professional parents
listened to ’’Gangbusters” ; 34.4 per cent of the children
of slightly skilled v/orkers listened to the same program.
In a recent survey of adult listeners, Kercher found a
tendency for educational-program listeners to concentrate
in the middle socio-economic groups and thin out in wage-
earning and farmer groups. Even in the middle-class
group, listener concentration appeared in the more stu-
dious and problem-minded segment, such as teachers, social
workers, and ministers, not among the more conservative
business and professional leaders. These findings have
prompted him to raise the question:
Has radio fare in general tended to
alienate a significant body of upper middle
class people who normally provide much of
the business, professional, and civic
leadership in an urban community?'^^
Other research studies have revealed a close relationship
between the patterns of radio listening and the levels of
A C
cultural-intellectual opportunity and development.
H. Baker, ’’Radio Listening and Socio-Economic
Status,” The Psychological Record
,
I (1937), 99-144.
44Leonard C. Kercher, ’’Social Problems on the Air:
An Audience Study,” The Public Opinion Quarterly, XI
(Fall, 1947), 402-11:;
^^Paul F. Lazarsfeld, Radio and the Printed Page
(New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, Inc., 1940), p. 256.
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An examination of the findings on the amount of
listening and the program preferences leads one to conclude
that at the beginning of adolescence most young people have
outgrown their childhood radio listening tastes and that
age and sex, rather than intelligence or socio-economic
background, exert some influence upon program choices, but
even those differences are slight.
Since radio is a universally popular medium which
attracts a large adolescent audience to several types of
programs, the adolescent period is probably the time when
guidance is most needed so that the time spent in
listening to the radio may be utilized in educating these
young people for living in the world today.
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Summary of the Method
A record of the out-of-school radio-listening inter-
ests of senior high school students was necessary to
provide data for this study. A detailed report, therefore,
of the leisure-time radio-listening activities of 474 high-
school pupils was secured. The pupils surveyed represent
the high school population in an average-income community
of 17,000 Inhabitants. Since the community is both resi-
dential and industrial, the school population offers a good
cross section of pupils for survey purposes. The economic
strata of these students’ families are representative of
all levels, and the student body comprises many pupils of
first or second generation Americans. Although full data
for Intelligence are not available for the entire school,
from the scores that were obtained it appears that stu-
dents of all levels of intelligence found in the public
schools are represented. There is a fairly even distri-
bution of the two sexes in the tenth, eleventh, and
twelfth grades in this senior high school.
4- fiA questionnaire was submitted to 474 pupils, 241
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five English teachers. Pupils were directed to read care
fully each item in the questionnaire and to answer it to
the best of their knowledge. They were permitted to ask
questions. The amount of time consumed by each class
was from twelve to twenty minutes.
Gathering the Data
The questionnaire was built to furnish three types
of answers; (1) answ’ers revealing the listening habits
of boys and girls in respect to the amount of time spent
in listening during the school week, the frequency of
listening, the time of listening, companions while
listening, activities engaged in while listening, and
the radio stations to which they listen; (2) answers
indicating their favorite programs, the best-liked and
least-liked features of favorite programs, the types of
programs selected, and the preferred source of news;
(3) answers showing the responsiveness of boys and girls
to program suggestions made by parents or teachers.
To find out whether all students have access to
radios, each student was asked to indicate the number of
radios in his home.
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In order to obtain a pattern of each pupil's listening
habits, pupils were asked whether they have radios of their
own; whether their use of the radio is regular, frequent,
occasional, or not at all; v/hether they listen with family,
friends, or alone; the time when they listen; and the
stations to v/hich they listen. To complete the pattern of
listening habits, each pupil was requested to state the
number of hours he listens on each school day, Monday
through Friday, and to indicate the activities in which
he is engaged while listening. The list of activities was
compiled from radio-listening charts submitted by pupils
in four English classes earlier in the school year.
Five questions were used to determine the favorite
programs, the best-liked and least-liked features of these
programs, the types of programs selected, and the preferred
source of news. Each pupil was asked to list in order of
preference his three favorite radio programs, to state his
reasons for liking the program he placed first, to tell
the least-liked features of this program, and to check in
each group of twenty groups of simultaneous prograras the
program he would listen to if he had the opportunity.
The last question, the check list, was devised to
provide a basis for the comparison of types of prograras
selected with the preferences given in listing the favorite
•I
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programs and to furnish information for guiding pupils’
listening during the school v/eek.
Twenty groups of simultaneous prograras audible in the
Boston area between 7 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. during the school
week of March 1 to March 5 inclusive v/ere selected* Each
group contains six simultaneous programs, the broadcasts of
each of the Boston stations, WBZ, WGOP, V/EEI, V/I^DH, V/MEX,
and TiVNAC, at the same time on the same evening. Although
120 programs are listed, actually there are only ninety-
six different programs. This may be explained by the
prevalence of disc-jockey programs on certain stations and
the varying lengths of programs. The twenty groups of si-
multaneous programs were distributed over the listening
period as follows: Monday, 8 p.m., 8:30 p.m., and 9 p.m.;
Tuesday, 8 p.m., 8:30 p.m., 9:30 p.m., and 10 p.m.;
Wednesday, 7:15 p.m., 8 p.m., 8:30 p.m., and 9 p.m.;
Thursday, 7 p.m., 7:30 p.m., 8 p.m., 8:30 p.m.; Friday,
7:30 p.m., 8 p.m., 9 p.m., 9:30 p.m., 10 p.m. This dis-
tribution was necessary in order to include all programs
available in the Boston area that are mentioned in Good
Listening
,
a list of radio programs recommended by the
Federal Radio Education Committee, and to embrace such di-
verse programs as The Red Cross Drive Opening, The Boston
Symphony Orchestra, a Lenten Service, and special sports
events
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Because the number and variety of radio programs
47
mentioned in question 10 and listed in question 15 were
great, it was decided to follow the usual newspaper classi-
fication of such programs# Therefore, the programs were
divided into the following types according to the content
of the program:
1. Music -- song programs and orchestras, both
swing and classical; for example. The
Chesterfield Supper Club #
2. Variety and comedy — comedians, dramatic
skits, orchestras, singers, all included
in one program; for example. Jack Benny.
3# Sports — sumrriaries, forecasts, aind on-the-
spot reporting; for example, Jim Britt.
4. Drama — dramatizations whose chief charac-
ters are the same each week and complete
incidents with most of the characters new
each week; for example. Lux Radio Theater .
5. Popular -- quiz shows and audience
-
participation programs; for example.
Truth or Consequences .
6. Talk — News and religious programs; for
example, Gabriel Heatter.
^"^See Appendix
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7. Discussions -- forums and round tables;
for example, America’ s Town Meeting of
the Air »
Two questions were employed to discover whether boys
and girls are amenable to program suggestions made by
parents or teachers. If a pupil indicated that he had
listened to programs suggested by parents or teachers, he
was then asked to list the program or programs.
The Kinds of Data Available
The findings of the survey were assembled as
follows
:
1. Number sind percentage of boys and girls
with radios in their homes.
2. Number end percentage of boys and girls
v/ho ovm radios.
3. Number and percentage of boys and girls
who listen regularly, frequently,
occasionally, or not at all.
4. Number and percentage of boys and girls
who listen with the family, friends, or
alone
.
5. Number and percentage of boys and girls
who engage in various activities while
listening.
82
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6, Number and percentage of boys and girls
who listen to radio stations included in
the questionnaire*
7* Number and percentage of boys and girls
who listen to the radio before school,
before supper, and after supper*
8* Mean number of listening hours per day,
Monday through Friday, and per school
week for boys and girls.
9* Number and percentage of boys and girls
who Indicate a preferred source of news.
10* Number and percentage of boys and girls
listing specific program choices; number
and percentage of boys and girls checking
programs classified according to type*
11* Reasons given by boys and girls for
liking favorite programs; reasons classi-
fied according to type of program
mentioned*
12* Least-liked features of favorite programs.
13* The fifteen programs on the check list
most popular with boys; the fifteen
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14 • Boys’ and girls’ program preferences In each
group of simultaneous programs; nximber and
percentage of boys and girls checking pro-
gram choices classified according to type*
15. Number and percentage of boys and girls who
have listened to programs suggested by
parents or teachers*
16* Specific programs suggested by parents or
teachers*
The data supplied by the survey will be used to
discover whether sex differences are revealed in the
listening habits of high-school pupils, in the specif!
programs and types of programs preferred, and in the
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Detailed data, compiled from questionnaires filled
out by 474 high-school pupils, will nov/ be furnished to
determine the listening habits of boys and girls, their
program preferences, and their responsiveness to program
suggestions made by parents or teachers. The distribution
of the school population according to grade and sex is








Although the factor of grade does not play any part
in this study, it is interesting to note the fairly even
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Findings on Radio Listening Habits
Radios in the Homes of Pupils
Since the pupils concerned have ample opportunity to
listen to many radio stations, it was considered feasible
to determine how many boys and girls have access to radios.
Table 2 shows that 99.6 per cent of the boys and one
hundred per cent of the girls have radios in their homes.
TABLE 2












Yes 240 233 99.6 100
less
No 1 •• than 1 ••
Only one boy indicated that he has no radio in his
home. Ihirther examination of his questionnaire revealed
that he never listens to the radio. But for all practical
purposes, it may be assumed that radio is an important




To discover whether relationships exist among owner-
ship of a radio, frequency of listening, and companions
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while listening, pupils v/ere asked to indicate whether
they have radios of their own. Table 3 shows that 62 per
cent of the boys and 55 per cent of the girls own radios.
TABLE 3
NUTvlBER AND PERCENTAGE OP BOYS AND GIRLS
WHO OViTN RADIOS
Radio Number Number Per cent Per cent
Ownership of boys of girls boys girls
Yes 149 128 62 55
No 92 105 38 45
Frequency of Listening
More boys and more girls listen regularly rather than
frequently or occasionally, but the percentage of girls
who listen regularly is higher than the percentage of boys
TABLE 4
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OP BOYS AND GIRLS VfflO LISTEN
REGULARLY, FREQUENTLY, OCCASIONALLY, OR NOT AT ALL
Frequency of Number Number Per cent Per cent
Listening of boys of girls boys girls
Regularly 102 141 42 61
Frequently 96 73 40 31
Occasionally 40 19 17 8
Not at all 3 - 1 -
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Table 4 shows that 42 per cent of the boys and 61 per
cent of the girls listen regularly. Of the three non-
listeners, all boys, two have access to several radios in
the i r own home s
.
Listening Companions
Listening is an activity which can be shared with
other people. Table 5 reveals that 74 per cent of the
boys and 83 per cent of the girls listen with their
families.
TABLE 5
NUMBER AND PERCENTAGE OP BOYS AND GIRLS WHO LISTEN










Family 177 194 74 83
Friends 111 130 46 58
Alone 176 172 74 74
It is surprising that the percentage of boys and girls
who listen at times with the family is so high, particu-
larly when one considers that the majority of homes con-
tain at least two radios. This high percentage may be due
to mutual enjoyment of certain programs or to listening
while eating. Whether family listening is a substitute
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for more direct activities or not, it is still something
the family does together,
48The answers to questions two, three, and four
also reveal that 5 per cent of the boys and 5 per cent
of the girls who are regular listeners and who have
their own radios listen alone exclusively.
Activities Pupils Engage in ViHiile Listening
An examination of data on activities in which boys
and girls are engaged while listening, as presented in
Table 6, will provide a partial explanation of the
results given in Tables 4 and 5.
^®See Appendix
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Gleaning room 30 168 13 72
Cooking 5 101 2 43
Crocheting - 22 - 9
Dancing 32 112 13 48
Doing dishes 35 181 15 78
Doing homework 104 119 44 51
Dressing 76 108 32 46
Eating 170 149 71 64
Getting ready
for bed 140 128 59 55




Manicuring nails> 2 99
less
than 1 42
Playing cards 118 71 50 30
Reading 104 94 44 40
Sewing 3 81 1 35
Shampooing hair 3 123 1 53




hobbies 16 10 7 4
Doing nothing
else 124 112 52 48
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Although the list contains more activities applicable
to girls, the replies Indicate that both boys and girls do
a great deal of marginal listening. In contrast, 52 per
cent of the boys and 40 per cent of the girls Indicate
that there are times v/hen they do nothing but attend to
the radio. Similarities between the groups are also evi-
dent In the activities they have In common—eating, getting
ready for bed, doing homework, and reading.
There Is a strong tendency for girls to use the radio
as a background for their household duties and toilettes.
Boys, on the other hand, use the radio as a background for
other recreational activities.
Girls of hlgh-school age, particularly those who do
not date, are interested in learning to dance. Table 6
shows that approximately one-half of the girls dance to
popular music on the radio.
A small percentage of boys and girls added activities
such as drawing, painting, and building model airplanes.
Since questioning revealed that these activities are
favorite hobbies, they were grouped under one heading.
In general, there are very fev; differences in the
rank order of common activities In which boys and girls
engage while listening.
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Radio Stations to V/hlch Pupils Listen
Radio station preferences of boys and girls are quite
homogeneous. Table 7 reveals that boys and girls for the
most part confine themselves to Boston stations, particu-
larly the stations v/ith network affiliations.
TABLE 7
NUTvIBER AND PERCENTAGE OP BOYS AND GIRLS WHO










WBMS 20 18 8 8
WBZ 225 220 95 94
WCOP 176 141 74 61
WEEI 220 216 92 94
WHDH 219 200 92 86
WJffiX 112 93 47 40
WNAC 175 150 74 64
WORL 145 171 61 73
WLAW 9 9 4 4
WHN 9 1 4
less
than 1
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The popularity of Station WHDH with both boys and
girls is due to the type of programs presented, namely,
the disc-jockey programs and sports broadcasts.
Periods of the Day Vdien Pupils Listen
The data of Table 8 suggest that there is some vari-
ation in the listening load at various hours of the day.
TABLE 8
NUT/IBER AND PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS WHO LISTEN











Before school 103 123 43 53
Before supper 112 166 47 71
After supper 220 214 92 92
The fact that 92 per cent of the boys and 92 per cent
of the girls listen after supper would Indicate that
listening is heavy during the evening hours. The higher
amount of listening among girls before supper might be de-
pendent upon the girls staying Indoors more than boys or
it might indicate a greater Interest among girls in the
more receptive kind of entertainment provided through
listening.
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Amount of Time Pupils Spend during the School Week
Listening to the RadTo
In order to study the relationship of sex and the
amount of out-of-school radio listening, the pupils were
asked to tell about how many hours per day, Monday through
Friday, they listen. Table 9 shows the mean number of
hours per day for boys and girls.
TABLE 9
MEAN NIIT/IBER OF RADIO-LISTENING HOURS IN EACH




of hours for boys
Mean number






Both boys and girls are extremely consistent in their
listening during the school week, although girls spend
more time listening each day. The slight decrease in
listening on Friday night is very understandable because
of other available recreational activities* The relation-
ship between the hours girls spend in listening and the
hours boys spend in listening is statistically significant.
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Table 10 supplies the mean number of listening hours
per school day and per school week for each group.
TABLE 10
I.EAN NUMBER OF RADIO-LISTENING HOURS PER SCHOOL
DAY AND PER SCHOOL V/EEK FOR BOYS AND GIRLS
Mean number
of hours Boys Girls
Per school day 2.10 2.98
Per school week 10.50 14.90
Both boys and girls are interested in radio as a
leisure-time activity, but high-school girls spend more
hours listening than boys. Thus the mean listening for
boys is ten hours thirty minutes per school week, while
the mean for girls is fourteen hours fifty-two minutes
per school v/eek. In other words, the high-school girl
listens to the radio four hours twenty-four minutes more
each week than does the high-school boy.
Program Preferences
Source of News Preferred by Pupils
Since a comparison of the offerings of radio with
information supplied by newspapers furnishes many possi-
bilities for classroom v/ork, the question, ’*In general.
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how do you prefer to get your news?” was included in the
questionnaire. The data presented in Table 11 shows that
pupils of both sexes express a strong preference for the
radio as a news source.
TABLE 11
NmiBER AND PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS










Radio 169 180 71 77
Newspaper 64 45 27 19
Radio and
newspaper 5 7 2 3




The pupils were asked to list in order of preference
their three favorite radio programs and to indicate
whether they listen regularly, frequently, or occasionally.
The results of this question were tabulated, but it was
impossible to make a uniform interpretation. Some pupils
listed one or two prograras; others, particularly boys,
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frequency of listening. Consequently, it was decided to
make two tabulations of the data based on the first choice
of each pupil: specific programs preferred by boys and
girls; types of programs preferred by boys and girls.
Since 97 per cent of the pupils Indicated that they
listened regularly, the frequency of listening was
disregarded.
Of the ninety-five different programs mentioned in
the replies, thirty- three were listed by both boys and
girls. Specific programs named by four or more boys or
girls are given in Table 12.
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SPECIFIC RADIO PROGRAI4S FOUR OR MORE BOYS









Sports 54 10 23 4
Red Skelton 16 - 7
Lux Radio
Theater 14 36 6 15
920 Club 13 43 5 18
Bob Hope 13 - 5 -
Jack Benny 13 - 5 -
Truth or
Consequences 8 10 3 4
Any music on
WHDH 8 9 3 4
Boston Ballroom 7 13 3
Your Hit Parade 7 10 3 4
A1 Jolson 7 - 3 -
Inner Sanctum 5 - 2 -
Arthur Godfrey 4 16 2 7
Life of Riley 4 - 2 -
Back Bay
Matinee 4 - 2 -
Tommy Dorsey - 6 - 3
Bing Crosby - 4 - 2
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The programs most popular with boys in the rank order
of popularity are Sports; Red Skelton; Lux Radio Theater ;
920 Club
,
Jack Benny, and Bob Hope; any music on Station
\VHDH and Truth or Consequences ; A1 Jolson, Boston Ballroom ,
and Your Hit Parade ; Inner Sanctum ; Arthur Godfrey’s Talent
Scouts, The Life of Riley
,
and Back Bay Matinee .
In the same way, girls list their favorite choices as
follows; 920 Club ; Lux Radio Theater ; Arthur Godfrey’s
Talent Scouts; Boston Ballroom ; Sports, Your Hit Parade ,
and Truth or Consequences ; any music on Station V\/HDH;
Tommy Dorsey’s Orchestra; Edgar Bergen and Bing Crosby.
There are few sex differences in the choice of these
programs. Of the eighteen programs listed in Table 12,
eight programs were mentioned by four or more boys or
girls. These programs, then, are the most popular with





Arthur Godfrey’s Talent Scouts, Boston Ballroom ,
Truth or Consequences
,
any music on WHDH, Your Hit Parade .
Of the eight programs to which the group listens most
frequently, five emphasize music, four offering popular
hits of the day, and one giving young people with musical
talent an opportunity for recognition and advancement.
Drama is represented by one program. Lux Radio Theater .
This program offers dramatizations of popular motion
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pictures, the majority of which feature boy-meet s-girl
type of romance. The audience-participation program Truth
or Consequences
,
although built primarily as a quiz show,
entertains with the comedy of the situation.
In spite of the fact that 54 boys and 10 girls listed
’’Sports’* first, it must be pointed out that this desig-
nation represents a type, not a specific program. Further-
more, the number of boys or girls hearing a specific
program regularly is not great. For these reasons, the
ninety-five different programs mentioned by boys and girls
were classified according to type and the results reported
in Table 13.
TABLE 13
RADIO PROGRAMS V.^HICH BOYS AND GIRLS REPORT AS












Comedy 70 45 29 19
Music 59 104 25 45
Sports 54 10 23 4
Drama 35 60 15 26
Popular 14 13 6 5
Discussion 3 1 1
less
than 1
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The lack of a large number of listeners to specific
programs (Table 12) does not seem to indicate much indi-
viduality in listening, for the same types, notably variety
and comedy, music, and drama, attract many listeners among
boys and girls. The only significant difference is found
in the boys’ natural interest in sports. Prom these data,
it may be concluded that the types of program most popular
with boys in the order of popularity are: variety and
comedy, music, sports, and drama. Girls prefer music,
drama, and variety and comedy.
With the exception of sports, the same types of pro-
grams are mentioned most frequently by boys and girls in
giving their favorite programs. More girls than boys give
musical programs first choice. Boys give variety and
comedy, particularly the straight comedians. Red Skelton,
Jack Benny, and Bob Hope, first place. Girls prefer
variety programs with a comedian, draraatic skit, orchestra,
and singers included on one program. Both boys and girls
give the same program. Lux Radio Theater
,
as their favor-
ite dramatic presentation and both give little or no time
to the talk or discussion type of program. All of this
adds up to the fact that the current tastes of boys and
girls leave much to be desired.
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Reasons for Liking Specific Programs
A condensed classification of the responses to the
question, "V/hy do you like the program you have placed
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The similarities between the replies of the two
groups indicate that young people turn to the radio to
satisfy their interests in popular music, humor, romance,
adventure, and sports. V/hile one cannot safely conclude
from this table that the radio is a form of escape, the
answer "Forget self" shows the Importance of a more refined
analysis of the appeals of listening.
Least -Liked Features of Favorite Programs
In comparing replies to the question, "V^fhat features
of this program do you like least?" it v/as found that
students, regardless of sex, dislike interruptions in
their favorite programs. Table 15 shows the results of
this question*
TABLE 15
LEAST-LIKED FEATURES OF FAVORITE PROGRAMS
Least -Liked Number Number Per cent Per cent
Feature of boys of girls boys girls
Interruptions -
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Sex differences are apparently negligible, for both
boys and girls dislike the sane features, particularly
coimnercials. The answers, however, reveal a lack of
discrimination on the part of high-school pupils.
The Check List
The check list, twenty groups of simultaneous pro-
grams, provided data concerning the out-of-school
listening interest of high-school pupils during the
school week. The total number of programs were con-
sidered to find the fifteen programs most popular with





THE FIFTEEN PROGRAIv^S ON THE CHECK LIST






Bob Hope 163 68
Arthur Godfrey 123 52
Dennis Day 117 49
Lux Radio Theater 117 49
F. B. I. Drama 109 46
The Great Gildersleeve 97 41
Cavalcade of America 88 37
Basketball Game 87 37
Henry Morgan 87 37
Hockey Game 86 36
Fibber McGee and Molly 84 35
Big Town 82 34
People are Funny 77 32
Tommy Dorsey 76 32
Inner Sanctum 73 31
The list of fifteen programs most popular with boys
contains six programs of the variety-comedy type, five
drama programs, two on-the-spot sports broadcasts, one
music program, and one quiz program. Thus, boys indicate
a strong preference for variety and comedy and drama.
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Table 17 lists the program most popular with
girls.
TABLE 17
THE FIFTEEN PROGRAl^IS ON THE CHECK LIST






Lux Radio Theater 143 61
Arthur Godfrey 137 59
Waltz Time 108 46
A Date with Judy 103 44
Dennis Day 102 44
Bob Hope 93 40
Inner Sanctum 92 39
Mystery Theater 92 39
Tommy Dorsey 89 38




Jack Smith Show 81 35
Fibber McGee and Molly 81 35
People are Funny 81 35
Dr. Christian 80 34
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The programs selected by the largest number of girls
include six drama programs, five variety-comedy programs,
three music programs, and one quiz program. Here girls
show a strong preference for drama and the variety-comedy
type of program.
Although specific titles change somewhat. Tables 16
and 17 reveal that the types of programs boys and girls
prefer remain surprisingly constant. In other words, sex
choices for specific programs disappear because of the
common agreement in most cases between boys’ and girls’
radio tastes.
Table 18 presents the prograra preferences of boys
and girls in each of the groups of simultaneous programs.
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PROGRAM PREFERENCES OP BOYS AND GIRLS IN EACH







1 Tornmy Dorsey 1 Tomray Dorsey
2 Tommy Dorsey 2 Tommy Dorsey
3 Calvacade of America 3 Inner Sanctum
4 BiG Town 4 Big Town
5 P. B. I. Drama 5 The Aldrich Family
6 Tommy Dorsey 6 Jack Smith Show
7 Henry Morgan 7 Tommy Dorsey
8 The Fat Man 8 Baby Snooks
9 Dennis Day 9 Dennis Day
10 Arthur Godfrey 10 Arthur Godfrey
11 Basketball Game 11 A Date with Judy
12 Lux Radio Theater 12 Lux Radio Theater
13 Hockey Game 13 Abbott and Costello
14 Ozzie and Harriet 14 V/altz Time
15 Reader’s Digest 15 Dance Parade
16 The Great Gildersleeve 16 Dr. Christian
17 People are Funny 17 People are Funny
18 Fibber McGee and Molly 18 Fibber McGee and Molly
19 Bob Hope 19 Bob Hope
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To carry the investigation further each group of si
multaneous programs was examined to find the type of
program most frequently selected by boys and girls. The
results shown in Table 19 compare favorably with the
results indicated in Table 13.
TABLE 19
NUIffiER OF TllffiS BOYS AMD GIRLS PREFERRED CERTAIN













Generally speaking, the data in Tables 12, 13, 16, 17, and
19 reveal that boys and girls have the same radio tastes:
a decided preference for variety and comedy, drama, and
music; an aversion to talks and discussions. Differences
occur in degree of liking rather than in terms of prefer-
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listen more than hoys to music programs and to the Fibber
McGee and Molly type of variety and comedy program. Boys
listen more than girls to sports programs and straight
comedians.
The results indicated in Table 19 are inconclusive,
but the best inference seems to be that, with the ex-
ception of sports, no significant differences in prefer-
ences exist between boys and girls.
Response to Program Suggestions
Although young people today have access to many and
varied programs, they are inclined to disregard much that
radio has to offer. Some guidance is necessary to lead
boys and girls from their present favorites to more artis-
tic presentations of the ssine theme and to introduce them
to nev/ experiences that will enrich their own lives.
Table 20 presents the replies to the question, ’’Have
you listened to any programs after parents or teachers
recommended them?”
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TABLE 20
NUI.IBER AND PERCENTAGE OF BOYS AND GIRLS ViEO HAVE
LISTENED TO PROGRAI.IS SUGGESTED BY PARENTS OR TEACHERS
Number Number Per cent Per cent
Answer of boys of girls boys girls
Yes 111 159 47 68
No 127 74 53 32
Referring to Table 20, one can see that girls rather
than boys are more likely to follow program suggestions
made by parents or teachers*
Suggested Programs to V^lch Pupils Have Listened
Boys and girls who indicated that they have listened
to programs suggested by parents or teachers were asked
to list them. Programs mentioned by two or more pupils
are included in Table 21.
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TABLE 21
PROGRAI.TS SUGGESTED BY PAPJENTS; OR TEACFxERS
Number Number Per cent Per cent
Program of boys of girls boys girls
America’s Town
Meeting of
the Air 37 61 16 26
Special News
Broadcasts 23 35 10 15
Cavalcade of
America 9 13 4 5
CBS is There 9 3 4 1
Lux Radio The at er 7 9 3 4
University of
Chicago Round
Table 7 8 3 3
Information,
Please] 4 6 2 3
Voice of
Firestone 4 5 2 2
Catholic Hour 3 7 1 3
We The People 3 11 1 5
Theater Guild
on the Air 3 3 1 1
The Telephone
Hour 2 5 1 2
The Greatest
Story ever
Told 2 4 1 2
Arthur Fiedler
at 4:30 1 6
less
than 1 3
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The list of specific programs in Table 21 is so im-
pressive that it leads one to make two inferences: (1)
that the students anticipated the replies desired; (2)
that the students really have listened to the programs.
Assuming the latter to be true, it is encouraging to note
that 47 per cent of the boys and 68 per cent of the girls
have listened to educational and cultural broadcasts.
The data assembled in this chapter reveal that high-
school boys and girls are devoting a large proportion of
their out-of-school hours to the radio, and that for the
most part they select programs for entertainment value
only. The apparent disregard of pupils to much that radio
has to offer is a challenge to parents and teachers,
particularly teachers, who are eager to guide young people
to the many and varied opportunities in this popular
agency of communication.
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In order to guide and improve pupils’ radio tastes,
teachers must know the amount of listening their pupils do,
the programs they prefer, and their reasons for listening.
This survey, then, has developed a series of answers which
could be utilized in planning curricular activities.
The Findings from the Survey of
Out-of-School Radio Listening
1. One hundred per cent of the girls and 99.6
per cent of the boys have access to radios
in their homes.
2. Radio attracts a large audience of high
school listeners.
3. Girls listen regularly more than boys.
4. Girls are more likely to listen v;lth the
family and friends than boys.
5. Approximately fifty per cent of the boys
and girls listen alone at times.
6. Most pupils do a great deal of marginal
listening, but approximately fifty per cent
of the boys and girls do some active
listening.
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7. In general, boys and girls confine their
listening to Boston stations with network
affiliations. There is one important ex-
ception to this generalization: a high
percentage of boys and girls listen to one
local station for on-the-spot sports
broadcasts and recorded music.
8. The peak of listening for both boys and
girls is in the evening. Although the
before-school period is the least popular,
it is a favorite period for more than one-
half of the girls.
9. Girls listen to the radio on a dally
average of tv/o hours fifty-four minutes
during the school week; boys, two hours
six minutes.
10. There is a positive and significant re-
lationship between the amount of time
girls spend in listening and the amount
of time boys spend in listening (r *» +0.76).
11. Approximately 75 per cent of the boys and
girls prefer the radio as a source of news.
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12. Both boys and girls show a strong prefer-
ence for variety and comedy, drama, and
popular music. Girls indicate a preference
for popular music; boys, for variety and
comedy. Discussions and talks are the
least popular.
13. The ten programs listed by pupils as
their favorites appear in order of popu-





Boston Ballroom, Arthur Godfrey's
Talent Scouts, Truth or Consequences
,






14. The favorite programs of approximately
fifty per cent of the boys are broadcasts
of sports events.
15. The number of pupils preferring a specific
program is small, but the saiae type of
program attracts many listeners.
16. In naming favorite programs and in checking
a radio schedule, both boys and girls tend
to select the same types of programs.
17. Girls and boys give similar reasons for
preferring specific programs.
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18 • Both boys and girls evince a willingness
to accept program suggestions from parents
or teachers, but the percentage of girls
is higher.
19. All the programs that pupils have listened
to as a result of suggestions made by
parents or teachers have educational or
cultural values.
Radio plays an important role in the leisure-time
activities of young people. Surely this important agency
of mass communication provides many situations not only
for entertainment but for increasing knowledge, culti-
vating appreciations and attitudes, and developing the
skills of thinking. A large share of the responsibility
for the more effective use of radio in developing each
pupil’s ability to communicate effectively lies in the
hands of the teachers.
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CHAPTER VI
LB'IITATIONS OF THE STUDY
This survey provides pertinent information concerning
high-school pupils' listening habits, program preferences,
and responsiveness to programs suggested by parents or
teachers, but the data reveal certain inadequate tech-
niques and controls which limit the applications of the
findings*
Examination of the listening habits indicates the
need for a more refined analysis, particularly in regard
to the home and social relationships, the attachment of
listeners to few or many programs, and the programs to
which the listeners give their undivided attention*
The establishment of program preferences furnishes a
partial answer to the program investigation* Pupils indi-
cated only one favorite program, and all pupils, irre-
spective of the amount of time they devote to listening,
checked ansv/ers in the twenty groups of simultaneous
programs* Thus favorite programs and definite program-
typ© preferences are evident, but the division of
listening time is not apparent*
The chief technical problem in evaluating the reasons
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given* No distinction was made between content and the
meaning of the content to the listeners, and no ansv/ers
pertaining to acting or production were given* The
pupils’ verbal habits, their laziness in replying, or
failure to use their critical faculties might explain so
many stereotyped answers*
Suggestions for Further Research
This study of the out-of-school radio-listening
interests of senior high school pupils and the research
reading have prompted the following suggestions for
further research in the field of radio education;
1. A study of a series of programs to deter-
mine the appeals to young people.
2* Practical methods of developing listening
skills by the use of radio*
3. A comparison of the vocabulary used in
specific programs with the vocabulary
level of high-school pupils.
4. An investigation of the effectiveness of
radio prograriis in developing critical
thinlying.
5. An analysis of the influence of radio on
the slow-leamer
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6 . A comparison of pupils’ radio Interests
v;ith their reading interests.
7. The effects of radio listening upon the
intellectual, emotional, and social
development of the listener.
The teacher’s concern is to direct pupils in such a
way that they become valuable citizens in a democracy.
It is Important, therefore, that further research pro-
jects extend the Investigations of radio in education so
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Please indicate answers by underlining the
appropriate answers* Watch carefully for
questions requiring more than one answer*
1* How many radios are there in your home?
None 1 2 3 4 5
2* Do you have a radio of your own? Yes No
3. How often do you listen to the radio?
Regularly Frequently Occasionally Not at all
4. V/ith whom do you listen? Family Friends Alone
5. In what other activities are you engaged while










Getting ready for bed
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To what radio stations do you listen? Please add
stations not listed.
Vi©MS mz WCOP WEEI vVHDH WT'IEX V^AC WORL
7.
When to you listen to the radio?
Before school Before supper After supper
Please fill in the ansv/ers.







9. In general, how do you prefer to get the news?
Prom the radio From the newspaper
10, What are your three favorite radio prograras? List them





11, Why do you like the program you have placed first?
12.
What features of this program do you like least?
13. Have you listened to any programs after parents or
teachers suggested them? Yes No
14. If your ansv/er is Yes
,
please list the programs.
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In the following radio timetable, to which programs



















[Music in the Air
[Spell Well






Music in the Air 11





Jack Smith Show 12
[Tello-Test















Holy Cross Catholic Hour










’There is an Answer
Music in the Air
Music in the Air
Mr* and Mrs. North
Official Detective
[a Date with Judy






Music in the Air
'Nev/ England Forum
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Duffy * s Tavern
Abbott and Costello
Music ^ s the Thing
























18. ^High School Hour
^Christopher V/ells
Zane Grey Show
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